Protection beaker for grave lanterns
USER INSTRUCTIONS
Dear Customer,
below we would like to list some tips for using our grave lamp protection
beaker, here called "GSB", which make handling and cleaning easier and
avoid damage:
---

To insert the grave light into the GSB, we recommend that you keep
the GSB almost horizontal and let the grave light slide in slowly and
carefully. It is also advisable to hold the GSB on the ground (as
shown in the following figure).

Never let the grave light fall vertically into the GSB from above!
---

Roughly remove wax residue with a wooden tool. Possibly wash out with hot water (risk of
burns!). Or put the GSB into the freezer, after a few hours the wax falls mostly by itself. The final
cleaning can then be done by hand or dishwasher.

---

Filling and emptying the GSB should be done safely distance to the tomb complex to avoid wax
contamination

---

The borosilicate glass 3.3 of the GSB is practically indestructible due to the effects of heat, such as
the burning of grave lights and possibly their housings. However, like any other glass, it is prone
to breakage by manual action such as hitting or throwing.
In addition to the risk of injury from broken glass, a damaged GSB no longer offers protection
and must be replaced.

WINTER-TIP:
Due to the design, freezing water in the beaker can destroy the GSB. In winter it has been proven to fill
simple table salt into the GSB until the bottomis covered with approx. 2-3mm table salt.
Then place the grave light on it. Any water entering will not freeze and thus the risk of possible damage
is eliminated.
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